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About This Game

New kind of adventure is a 3D adventure game with RPG elements.
Mary hides in a wardrobe after her parents had a fight. She falls asleep. When Mary awakes, she discovers that she is in a

beautiful, magical world with giant strawberries and magical druids!
With her new friend Aquarius, Mary must find a way back to the real world!

Features:

Use Mary's new found powers and Aquarius' magical abilities to solve puzzles and complete quests.

Collect Artefacts to unlock new magical powers and abilities.

A huge vibrant world, with colourful wildlife and environments.

Gather items and resources to trade with Druids.

Original folk jam soundtrack.
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a new kind of adventure. new kind of adventure. new kind of adventure gameplay

This is a really enjoyable twin stick shooter with a fun dash mechanic instead of the usual bomb. The changing arena keeps you
on your toes even on multiple level retries. A really solid and fun game!. You need to have strong nerves.
+cards
+39 achievements
+nice soundtrack
8.5\/10. First of all, I really enjoyed this game, and I AM marking it as recommended. The graphics are fantastic, the story is
incredibly intriguing, and the puzzles are enjoyable and get quite challenging. However, the ending comes abruptly and out of no
where, and wraps up nothing, just leaves more mysteries and questions. The credits started rolling and I was so confused,
because where was the rest of the game??? I really want to keep playing and finish the story, so hopefully they do finish it...
This game is the best way to express your anger. Probably gonna play this again and again. A fascinating game with an engaging
story. Some of the puzzles were frustrating though. You could have a correct picture, but made with the smallest incorrect
spacing and could therefore not progress until you made the necessary tweak. The animations and audio really brought the game
to life for me though and I overall enjoyed the experience of this short, but very interesting story-telling game.

I would recommend to purchase on a sale. Not really quite worth spending too much money on for less than a couple hours of
actual gameplay.
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Another bad gamemaker game.. Nice COYA kind of game. Don't buy it on steam , get it for free on the app/google store. A
helluva game that could lead to friendships ending or even divorce if you're not careful. There's so much pressure to complete
the game and given that there's only 100 lives you feel each death as you inch closer to failure.

There's no way to play alone so you must rely on teamwork. We found it difficult to communicate about the game. There's no
language that can describe the complex movement you need to make as a team. You need to circle the rope around stuff and be
on platforms of different height. Being tied together really causes problems. This is much more difficult than lovers in a
dangerous space time.

All that said this game is amazing! The rope mechanic is perfect. It grows as you do kill enemies, rewarding for doing well. But
if you die it resets completely. A little too much punishment for my taste but it does pile on the pressure.

If I could I would finish the game but I think it would lead to a fight. We definitely needed an easy mode. I think the game is
great and if you, and the person you want to play with, like seriously difficult games then I do recommend Red Rope.. it was
ok...

My biggest problem was the tutorial
to simple and seemed quickly done.
(didnt explain fishing AT ALL, its just like .. ok at the end of all this you only need arch and ocult 3 to beat it then press a
button 50 x ) LOL the dev has a lot of work on his hands i look forword to see what this game becomes

2 1/2 star \5

****UPDATE 14/3/16

Since the update the game had gotton worse. The "people" still just bounce around doing nothing unless you constantly use aura.
SAVE YOUR MONEY FOR a DEV whom gives a damn .
TBH ive paid for this game (THERE IS A DEMO BTW! I DIDNT KNOW THAT) but i still wouldnt play it longer then 10
mins even if it was free.. I bought it just to play as Al Pacino, and instead, I got to play as Jorge, the gardener.

. How to star wolves 3:
1.Get in and play the tutorial OH WAIT THERE IS LITERALLY NO ♥♥♥♥ING EXPLANATION ON HOW TO PLAY
THIS PIECE OF UTTER♥♥♥♥♥♥br>2.REALIZE YOUR MISTAKE
3.UNINSTALL THIS GAME
10/10 would buy again. things need to be added and fixed"
1.gameplay is very bad
2.give more camara views
3.make the 11 players in game
4.fixing the overlay
5.add more national teams
6.give option to change the player color and hair style in teams
7.add fouls and panlties
8.add regional cups like ( African cup , Asian, Noorth Aferica, Europe, South America)
9.give more kit option we can use from other teams and change colors
10.have super shoots from outside the box
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